
[On the boat, TINA with a mischievous grin on her face is talking
to ARTEMUSE, who is looking at her sternly. The man captured is
dressed as a chicken and tied up nearby. WALRUS stands beside
TINA.]

CHICKEN PIRATE
Release me ! Please !

TINA
Artemuse ! Look what I've done !

CHICKEN PIRATE
Sir ! Free me from her ! She’s completely mad !

ARTEMUSE [ignoring the chicken pirate]
Oh Tina ! Who’s that !?

TINA
He’s a chicken ! A Pirate Chicken !

CHICKEN PIRATE
Nooo ! Help me sir, she has a knife between her teeth, only the
pirates in disney have a knife between their teeth ! That's how

crazy it is !

TINA
He’s quite noisy, but this is what it means to have a pet. Oh I

just have an idea ! We should keep this chicken pirate as a pet !

ARTEMUSE [disagreeing]
Absolutely not Tina ! Remember your red fish !

TINA
Oh c’mon, this time it will be different ! This one could fly !

WALRUS [approvingly]
Huuu !

TINA [pointing to the Walrus]
See ? Even Walrus agrees with me !

ARTEMUSE [rolling his eyes]
Fine. But what are we going to do with him ? He can’t just stay

tied up like that !

TINA [smiling]
I was thinking we could build him a little chicken coop on the

deck. He could be our ship's mascot !



ARTEMUSE [skeptical]
I don't know if that's a good idea...

TINA [interrupting]
Oh, come on, Dad ! It'll be fun ! And if we're ever attacked by

other pirates, we can catapult the chicken pirate onto their ship
to distract them !

ARTEMUSE [laughs]
Well, I guess it could work. But can he fly ?

TINA [laughing]
No, Dad, he's a chicken ! But we can give it a good whack with a

catapult.

CHICKEN PIRATE
Oh I feel like it's going to be a long day

[ARTEMUSE and TINA share a laugh as they begin planning the
chicken pirate's new home on the boat].


